Dodge 440 motorhome

One of the classic ways to travel the United States is in a motorhome, and one of the most
classic motorhome engines ever made is the Dodge by Chrysler Corp. The Dodge engine can be
found in many s full-sized motor homes, especially the popular Winnebago. Quite a few of these
are still on the road, and with a little work, you can get that engine running smooth as ever. Bore
and stroke ratio refers to the diameter of the cylinder bore over the length of the piston stroke.
The has a 4. The compression ratio of an engine refers to the peak capacity volume of its
compression chamber over its smallest volume. The compression ratio on the is 8. He holds a
Bachelor of Arts in international studies and a Bachelor of Arts in religious studies from the
University of Oregon. Related Evinrude Vindicator Specs. Transmission The transmission on a
V8 is a three-speed manual. Bore and Stroke Bore and stroke ratio refers to the diameter of the
cylinder bore over the length of the piston stroke. Compression Ratio The compression ratio of
an engine refers to the peak capacity volume of its compression chamber over its smallest
volume. Carburetor The features a four-barrel carburetor. References Allpar. This is a classic
Vacation industries package Take hot showers. Total fixer upper. Need to enclose one side.
Potential for Tiny Home, or storage on wheels. Engine starts great and drives, but must be
towed off property. Have title. Potential for Tiny Home, or storage shed on wheels. Engine starts
and drives, but not safe to drive. Must be towed off property. I am selling this updated Lazy
Daze that has been taken care of very well. The exterior paint has been modernized along with
the window coverings, carpet and bedding. The solid, bulletproof engine runs perfectly and has
received all regular maintenance. Cheapest beachfront property on Cape Cod! This classic
Winnebago has a decade of beach running on it, owned and maintained by the Gills of Gill's
automotive So you know it was maintained and cared for all those years. The frame is still solid
and strong. It brushed all that sand and salt off like it was nothing. The floorpans still have the
undercoating on it, no rust issues there. It runs good, sta. Rv has a that Runs and drives great.
Have tons of new parts on it with all receipts. Does need some work yet. I have a ? Dodge
motorhome that has been sitting for 10 years here's your chance to get a good heavy duty
engine with automatic transmission for that old Dodge truck or hot rod cheap! Will need to be
towed away. Selling my RV It has a Dodge engine in it that only needs the carbs cleaned and a
fuel line replaced. Will not drive away, I got it to turn over but wasn't getting enough fuel. There
is also a big Onan Propane generator in it. Everything else is in good working condition. Ice
cold AC, all the appliances. Up for sale is my vintage Commander Motorhome. I bought this as a
project a while back, but just don't have the time to finish it. It is a Dodge 1 ton chases with a
big block. Runs and drives good. Looking to sell it to a good home that will be able to enjoy it
more than I was able to. Onboard Gernerac generator runs good Newer fridgeHas bathroom,
shower, fridge, oven, sink and microwaveIt has. City: Santa Fe, NM. Posted: 2 years ago. City:
Butte, MT. City: San Diego, CA. City: Orange County, CA. City: Los Angeles, CA. City: Cape Cod,
MA. City: Ocala, FL. Posted: 3 years ago. City: Mattoon, IL. City: Bakersfield, CA. City:
Cleveland, OH. City: Toledo, OH. City: Cincinnati, OH. City: Corvallis, OR. City: Salem, OR.
Engine wise, not so much. This was an amazing road warrior for almost a year as we traveled in
it from Missouri to Colorado to Florida and back to Missouri. Except I'm lying. It didn't make it to
Missouri. Engine seized and burnt out alternator. But that front panel will need to be replaced. I
want nothing more than to ke. Please leave phone number. We decided to keep this up a little
longer. Had received a lot of emails but mostly scammers. Gonna give it another couple weeks.
Mechanics item or permanent home option:This is an immaculate rv interior and exterior wise.
We are selling this very cool Classic 's RV in original condition that has been cared for
incredibly well with all maintenance paperwork dating back to the original owner in the 70s!
We've taken it on several road trips and it's seen many State Parks. I've also Boondocked in the
Catskills. Class C cab over 22 ft Travelcraft motorhome. Clean and dry. Runs great. Frig, hot
water heater and furnace work good. New tile floor. Would make good camping or hunting rv.
Call No emails please. We purchased this mid summer and have driven over miles, but realize
our lifestyle, with three young kids, does not lend itself to pick up and go RVing unfortunately.
Consider, OBO!!! Built in propane tank is full. All propane items work fine Never used the fridge
on propane just plugged in the electric. Has a 10 gallon water tank plus the hot water heater
holds about 5 gallons. The shower and sink work fine. Brand new t. Vintage motorhome, Dodge
Sportsman. Project time finished due to moving. New paint, many repairs finished,including
reworked carb,radiator,alternator, rear brakes,new filler neck,plugs,points,wires,thermostatic
choke. All lights working,fuel tank cleaned. Starts right up,idles rough. Roof AC,TV antenna
removed for roof which has been paint-sealed. Call or text Mark Fresh oil change, lots of
storage space , hitch on the back. Working stove, fridge, toilet and shower. Its honestly in really
great condition for how old it is, we have been having problems with it dying on us, it should be
an easy fix im pretty sure the alternator belt is just a little loose. But i am very neg. New in the
last year tires, deep cycle battery, front brakes, carb rebuilt, new curtains and cushions.

Everything works fridge, stove, AC, and all plumbing furnace needs a tune-up. All the screens
are good, all lights work. Some previous water damage in rear cupboards. Welcome to all. This
is a dodge Executive. New fridge flooring. All the interior is leather updated in New tires. Led
running lights. New roll up awning done in if your into the art decor. Look at this wonder rv. I
love this rv. New business forces sale. Starts up fast. She is ready for a new home. This vintage
Dodge Xplorer motorhome is ripe for restoration. Engine turns over and ran and drove 1 year
ago. Price will rise as engine is brought back to running. Garage size motorhome that sleeps 4 2
in rear full time bed and 2 in convertible dinette. Has hot water heater, furnace and house
chargers. Have both drivers and passengers seat, as well as dinette benches. Worst body
aspect is si. It will Absolutely need to be towed to your destination no questions asked. Note:
Johnboys trucking will tow it for per hour. If this is something you're interested in please give
me an email, call, or text. It will run. I have had it running. Also please note the price is
non-negotiable unless you show up willing to tow or call a t. Gasoline Engine. Great Engine!
Wonderful coach, just needs a little TLC! Only 35, Miles! Step into this Sportsman by Dodge
featuring a patio awning. As you move into the main living area. This Dodge Brittany Motorhome
has new flooring throughout, with updated upholstered fold couch. Really nice interioreverything works. Purchased it because we wanted to convert it into a food truck, but don't
have the time, and need to sell - don't want to pay storage anymore. Has some updates like new
area AC on top, tires, and exhaust. Could use some work and had it to a mechanic who replaced
p. City: Augusta, GA. Posted: 1 month ago. City: Great Falls, MT. Posted: 2 months ago. City:
Nashville, TN. City: Atlanta, GA. Posted: 3 months ago. City: Ventura, CA. City: Santa Maria, CA.
City: St. Cloud, MN. City: Pullman, WA. Posted: 4 months ago. City: Kalispell, MT. City: Santa
Fe, NM. City: Mobile, AL. City: Palm Springs, CA. City: Fargo, ND. Posted: 6 months ago. City:
San Marcos, TX. City: Eastern Idaho, ID. Posted: 7 months ago. City: Los Angeles, CA. City:
Western Slope, CO. Posted: 8 months ago. City: Port Huron, MI. Posted: 9 months ago. City:
Grand Rapids, MI. Posted: 11 months ago. Make Dodge. Model Coachman Tioga Class C. Model
Dodge. Hi this motorhome needs work first the Buyer picks it up no shipping. Ok this has a
motor that has not been running for at least 5 to 10 years now. We took it on vacations along
time ago. As far as we know the air did work at one time no more. The gages still work radio
horn tilt steering. Refrigetrator does not work oven and stove works water pump all the water
holding tanks are on yet sewer tanks. Toilet bathroom sink good. All the cupboard good shape.
The ceilings covering is peeling off. And the table and all the seating is good. Now the odometer
when we got it stoped working we had We always stayed in Michigan camping we did go to
Florida one time and ohio that was about it. So u see as is their is. The engine and the iron is
worth something even if u don't get it running. Thanks for looking. Call Hemlock Michigan ask
fro Ray. Make Model Dodge Roadtrek. Has only 53k miles and 40hrs on Generator. Sleeps 4 Has
a outside Awning, Everything works Great. Runs n Drives very Smooth. Model Apollo. We used
it for tailgating and camping a couple times. Reason we initially bought it because the great
condition it is in and the fiberglass exterior. These are rare to find. We removed the old couch
and built a bench with a futon cushion on it. Everything works and it runs excellent. The ONAN
internal generator is not currently running but I did replace a few parts such as air and oil filter
and spark plugs. Runs and looks excellent. Local pickup only. Make Show Hauler. Model
Motorhome. Nothing drive or tows better period! Like New! More Pictures available upon
request. Title in hand for quick transaction. Great Pantry, Closets, Storage Space! It was the top
of the line in , it has a central vacuum unit that still works, Microwave oven and a efficient
propane range and oven; stainless steel. Never been wrecked or towed. I am the 3rd owner.
Minimal dirt road travels, it was mainly kept on highways traveling to the National Parks. Model
Sportster. Item must be paid for in cash at pick up or through Paypal. No checks or payment
plans will be accepted. The photos show the motor exposed, but the casing was removed for
the purpose of taking photos and is completely in tact and good working condition. Model
Superior. It is made of steel with an alodine plating. When scratched the alodine would bleed
into the scratch and prevent the steel from rusting. It has a Dodge Engine. Often called the tank
for it's sturdy construction, there is an urban legend that one rolled several times in an accident
on an interstate. It came to rest on its wheels and the driver opened the door by just turning the
door lock handle. It was built using 1st rate components, plumbing lines were copper -- not
plastic. For a small unit it has lots of interior storage and innovations. The fresh water tank has
heat strips under it. The forward seat on the dinette flips over and becomes a forward facing
bench seat. Rebuilt the engine and transmission in March New paint job and interior in June
Microwave, refrigerator, stove, and generator all work well. I replaced the tail lights with LEDs
and put new lens on the brake lights. Replaced the electric fuel pump with a mechanical pump
and it has a new 2 barrel carb. The roof is in great condition with no leaks. It has two flat
screens both hooked up to a digital antenna and cable ready and the front tv can easily be

moved to the back for tailgating at a Carolina Panther or Auburn Tigers game. The body was
chemically stripped down to the bare steel and the interior was completely redone. I have
included some before photos. A lot of work was done on this RV. Very nice vintage RV. Model
Sportsmobile. Tires excellent condition. Model Sprinter. Up for bid is my Winnebago
Motorhome. Was in a storm and had wind damage which has been repaired. New roof and some
new panels. Needs some side panels and generator. Everything else is good ready to roll.
Comes with a rebuilt title ready for registration, passed all inspections. Mercedes 2. Call or text
Luciano with any questions. Located in Chicagoland and ready for your next trip! Buyer to pay
shipping costs or fly here and drive home! Model Dodge Elk. The same day from the sale. Title
transfer and Registration on your name. Nevada City, CA. Claremont, CA. Aptos, CA. Houston,
TX. Frankfort, KY. Bossier City, LA. Bemidji, MN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. RVs
for Sale Dodge Motorhome. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Dodge Model
Dodge. Category - Length 24 Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make Model Dodge Roadtrek.
Category - Length 19 Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Dodge Model
Apollo. Category - Length 30' Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Dodge Model -. Year Make Dodge
Model Sportster. Year Make Dodge Model Superior. Category - Length 20ft Posted Over 1 Month.
Year Make Dodge Model Sportsmobile. Category - Length 20 Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make
Dodge Model Sprinter. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. We all know the big-block is the largest-displacement V-8 engine built
by Chrysler, and when it comes to a combination of torque, power, and drivability, the ranks as
one of the best engines ever built. Instead of utilizing a high compression ratio or aggressive
cam grind for its muscle, the relies on sheer size, making great power from an idle with enough
torque to get even the heaviest trucks and motorhomes moving quickly. And while the Mopar
does several things very well, we've always felt that with a few tweaks the engine was capable
of well over the horsepower rating it got from the factory. Even the highest-performing factory ,
the horsepower Six-Pack or Six-Barrel version, had a relatively mild hydraulic flat-tappet
camshaft and non-adjustable rocker arms, ensuring years of smooth, maintenance-free
operation. Even better, s are still available in scrap yards, from core suppliers, or even in
running vehicles if you know where to look. The we're featuring in this build was actually in a
low-mileage Winnebago motor home that was built on a '74 Dodge truck chassis. The
motorhome had seen better days and was being scrapped, so the owner simply had no use for
the engine anymore. As an added benefit, this engine like many early to mid-'70s truck and
motorhome s was equipped with a factory forged crankshaft. So when we needed an engine to
build as a dyno mule to test some parts, this fit the bill nicely. Even better, the engine had very
little wear, so it wouldn't need much in the way of machine work. Many engines used in
motorhomes now have high-mileage and are completely worn out, but some motorhomes,
especially older ones, didn't see much use. The motorhome our engine was in only showed
some 40, miles on the odometer and was only used once or twice a year for family vacations.
When we disassembled the engine, we found that all of the internals were standard, and the
cylinder bores were still round and straight without any ridge at the top. Since we had a set of
older, standard-bore Speed Pro forged, flat-top pistons on the shelf we acquired years ago at a
swap meet, this engine was the perfect excuse to keep our pistons from collecting any more
dust. The only downside to using our Speed Pro pistons was that the compression of this
engineâ€”with the stock heads and the pistons. Since a with compression this low wouldn't
make enough power to impress anyone, we took the opportunity to use a set of "" casting
cylinder heads that were also sitting on a shelf in our shop. After we cleaned up the heads, we
cut the exhaust seats and installed a set of stock exhaust valves from some heads, a set of
Comp valvesprings, and performed a simple port-match job and valve job to make them
serviceable. With a closed chamber design and a measured chamber volume of 82cc, we
calculated the static compression of our using the heads to be For this engine's rotating
assembly, we simply polished the crankshaft, installed ARP rod bolts and main studs, and new
stock replacement engine bearings from Summit Racing Equipment. We fitted our Speed Pro
pistons with stock rings and sealed the engine with a fresh set of gaskets and seals, also from
Summit. As you likely can tell, we're building this on a budget and simply replacing the parts
necessary to make it perform properly and last, but we're not going over the top with any
lightweight or exotic pieces. Using a new Melling oil pump with a factory B-Body HP oil pan and
windage tray also keeps things inexpensive, but it works just fine for an engine like our mild
big-block. One area where we will definitely upgrade our is with a new camshaft and lifters from
Comp Cams. To enhance the power of our big-block, we chose a Comp PN solid flat-tappet cam
and lifter kit. This cam isn't small by any means, but it isn't a giant, either, with 0. To spin the
camshaft, we chose a Comp double roller timing set. For fuel injection we'd consider a different
grind with a ish-degree LSA. Of course, since we're upgrading to solid lifters, we also need to

install adjustable rocker gear, so we installed a set of Comp's Ultra Pro-Magnum adjustable
roller rocker arms. The Ultra Pro-Magnum rocker kit comes with the rocker arms, adjustors, new
shafts, and the necessary spacers. We've used these rockers before and found them to be some
of the best rocker arms on the market for the price, and we like the fact that the Comp rockers
utilize ball-ball type pushrods. These parts might be overkill for what we're building, but the
durability makes it worthwhile. For induction, we will use an older Mopar Performance M-1
aluminum single-plane intake manifold that we picked up at the Mopar Nationals swap meet.
The intake was priced so well, we couldn't pass it up. This carb is actually the most expensive
single part we're installing on our engine, but it will greatly ease tuning while the engine is on
the dyno. In our experience, the Ultra HP-series carbs from Holley perform flawlessly right out
of the box, needing very little tuning just to match the carb to the particular engine. We like the
MSD distributor because it makes changing ignition timing curves easy, though for cost
considerations a Chrysler electronic distributor would also be sufficient for this engine. For
testing purposes, using the known good headers and distributor provided by APE ensure we
won't have any issues while tuning this engine. Prior to firing our , we poured in six quarts of
Comp Cams 10W break-in oil and primed the oil system. Flat-tappet camshafts require special
lubricants to break in properly, and Comp's oil contains the necessary additive package to
ensure our cam performs properly for the life of this engine. After starting the engine and
running it through a break-in cycle, we let it cool down, double-checked valve lash, and were
ready to make some test pulls. Our peak power with this combination was As we further
develop this combination, we'll optimize our by testing a variety of parts on the engine. For now,
however, we're happy to have made a whole bunch more power than a factory , while sticking to
a very conservative parts budget. Our big-block dyno engine shows that the right combination
of a few aftermarket parts, built with a conservative budget, can make plenty of power. Close
Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Dave Young Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
We all know the big-block is the largest displacement V-8 engine built by Chrysler, and when it
comes to a combination of torque, power, and drivability, the ranks as one of the best engines
ever built. Instead of utilizing a high compression ratio or aggressive cam grind for its muscle,
the relies on sheer size, making great power from an idle with enough torque to get even the
heaviest Mopar C-Body moving quickly. And while the Mopar does several things very well,
we've always felt that with a few tweaks the engine was capable of well over the horsepower
rating it got from the factory. The is definitely a versatile engine, having been installed in Mopar
passenger vehicles from muscle cars to station wagons, in trucks, and even in boats. Even the
highest performing factory , the horsepower Six-Pack or Six-Barrel version, had a relatively mild
hydraulic flat-tappet camshaft and non-adjustable rocker arms, ensuring years of smooth,
maintenance free operation. Even better, s are still available in scrap yards, from core suppliers,
or even in running vehicles if you know where to look. The we're featuring in this build was
actually in a low-mileage Winnebago motor home that was built on a '74 Dodge truck chassis.
The motor home had seen better days and was being scrapped, so the owner simply had no use
for the engine any more. As an added benefit, this engine like many early to mid-seventies truck
and motor home s was equipped with a factory forged crankshaft. So when we needed an
engine to build as a dyno mule to test some parts, this fit the bill nicely. Even better, the engine
had very little wear so it wouldn't need much in the way of machine work. Many engines used in
motor homes now have high-mileage and are completely worn out, but some motor homes,
especially older ones, didn't see much use. The motor home our engine was in only showed
some 40, miles on the odometer, and was only used once or twice a year for family vacations.
When we disassembled this engine we found that all of the internals were standard, and the
cylinder bores were still round and straight without any ridge at the top. Since we had a set of
older, standard bore Speed Pro forged, flat-top pistons on the shelf we acquired years ago at a
swap meet, this engine was the perfect excuse to keep our pistons from collecting any more
dust. The only downside to using our Speed Pro pistons was that the compression of this
engine with the stock heads and the pistons. Since a with compression this low wouldn't make
enough power to impress anyone, we took the opportunity to use a set of "" casting cylinder
heads that were also sitting on a shelf in our shop. After cleaning the heads up we cut the
exhaust seats and installed a set of stock exhaust valves from some heads, a set of Comp valve
springs, and performed a simple port-match job and valve job to make them serviceable. With a
closed chamber design and a measured chamber volume of 82cc's, we calculated the static
compression of our using the heads to be For the rotating assembly of this engine, we simply
polished the crankshaft, installed ARP rod bolts and main studs, and new stock replacement
engine bearings from Summit Racing Equipment. We fitted our Speed Pro pistons with stock
rings, and sealed the engine with a fresh set of gaskets and seals, also from Summit. As you
likely can tell, we're building this on a budget, and simply replacing the parts necessary to make

it perform properly and last, but not going over the top with any lightweight or exotic pieces.
Using a new Melling oil pump with a factory B-Body HP oil pan and windage tray also keeps
things inexpensive, but works just fine for an engine like our mild big-block. One area where we
will definitely upgrade our is with a new camshaft and lifters from Comp Cams. To enhance the
power of our big-block, we chose a Comp PN solid flat-tappet cam and lifter kit. This cam isn't
small by any means, but isn't a giant either with. To spin the camshaft, we chose a Comp double
roller timing set. Of course since we're upgrading to solid lifters, we also need to install
adjustable rocker gear, so we installed a set of Comp's Ultra Pro-Magnum adjustable roller
rocker arms. The Ultra Pro-Magnum rocker kit comes with the rocker arms, adjustors, new
shafts, and the necessary spacers. We've used these rockers before and found them to be some
of the best rocker arms on the market for the price, and like the fact that the Comp rockers
utilize ball-ball type pushrods. These parts might be overkill for what we're building, but the
durability makes it worthwhile. For induction, we will use an older Mopar Performance M-1
aluminum single-plane intake manifold that we picked up at the Mopar Nationals swap meet.
The intake was priced so well, that we couldn't pass it up. This carb is actually the most
expensive single part we're installing on our engine, but will greatly ease tuning while the
engine is on the dyno. In our experience the Ultra HP series of carbs from Holley perform
flawlessly right out of the box, needing very little tuning just to match the carb to the particular
engine. We like the MSD distributor because it makes changing ignition timing curves easy,
though for cost considerations a Chrysler electronic distributor would also be sufficient for this
engine. For testing purposes, using the known good headers and distributor provided by APE
ensure we won't have any issues while tuning this engine. Prior to firing up our , we poured in
six quarts of Comp Cams 10W30 break in oil and primed the oil system. Flat-tappet camshafts
require special lubricants to break in properly, and Comp's oil contains the necessary additive
package to ensure our cam performs properly for the life of this engine. After starting the
engine and running it through a break-in cycle, we let it cool down, double checked valve lash,
and were ready to make some test pulls. Our peak power with this combination was As we
further develop this combination, we'll optimize our by testing a variety of parts on the engine.
For now, however, we're happy to have made a whole bunch more power than a factory , while
sticking to a very conservative parts budget. Our big-block dyno engine will actually serve
several purposes for us here at Mopar Muscle. First, this shows our readers that the right
combination of a few aftermarket parts, built with a conservative budget, can make plenty of
power to make any Mopar fun to drive. Next, this engine will be a test mule of sorts for future
articles, as we'll use it for intake manifold, carburetor, and cylinder head testing for starters. Be
sure to check out our website for additional photos and for video of this engine making dyno
pulls, and look for future articles as we use this engine for additional testing. Close Ad. Dave
Young writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Sign up now! The bigger the vehicle, the
bigger the engine, right? On episode 53 of Engine Masters , Freiburger and the Steves Brul and
Dulcich throw a ci big-block Mopar from a motorhome on Westech Performance's engine dyno
to prove they don't suck. This particular engine has been given a once over from Dulcich, so
Brul didn't have to deal with a sludge-covered mess and made sure it wouldn't puke its guts
during a pull. It is essentially a bone-stock, 10,mile minus some Comp Cams valvesprings and
machined guides to accept a bigger camshaft down the road. An MSD distributor and upgraded
water pump were installed for the dyno. The allure of the sought-after big-block Mopar engine in
a muscle car is still strong in the hot-rodding world, but with the muscle-car big-blocks less
common and fetching
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top dollar, the truck versions are a common landing point. The lower cost helps turn a blind
eye to the lower compression, but they've been deemed a worthy swap none the less, with the
help of the " General Mayhem. Think back to episode 23 of Roadkill when another one of
Freiburger's projects was unearthed to become the show's cannon fodder. The Charger shell
that was acquired in exchange for a set of cylinder heads has become, by far, the most famous
Roadkill project and immortalized the motorhome big-block when the engine was lovingly
plucked from a Pace Arrow motorhome. We've listed all of the General Mayhem episodes below
for your education and viewing pleasure. The in this episode is not the actual General Mayhem
engine. Regardless, it's the same thing. After a dyno pull in stock form, the guys chuck a few
quality and budget-minded parts at the thing in hopes of creating a burnout monster. What
power do you think this thing will make? Close Ad. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

